Fragment molecular orbital study of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase catalyzed phosphoryl transfer: a comparison with the differential transition state stabilization method.
The importance of key residues to the activity of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase catalyzed phosphoryl transfer and to the stabilization of the transition state of the reaction has been investigated by means of the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method. To evaluate the accuracy of the method and its capability of fragmenting covalent bonds, we have compared stabilization energies due to the interactions between individual residues and the reaction center to results obtained with the differential transition state stabilization method (Szarek, et al., J. Phys. Chem. B, 2008, 112, 11819-11826) and observe, despite a size difference in the fragment describing the reaction center, near-quantitative agreement. We have also computed deletion energies to investigate the effect of virtual deletion of key residues on the activation energy. These results are consistent with the stabilization energies and yield additional information as they clearly capture the effect of secondary interactions, i.e. interactions in the second coordination layer of the reaction center. We find that using FMO to calculate deletion energies is a powerful and time efficient approach to analyze the importance of key residues to the activity of an enzyme catalyzed reaction.